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Let G be a locally compact group. In this paper we study moduli of products of
elements and of multipliers of Banach algebras which are related to locally compact
groups and which admit lattice structure. As a consequence, we obtain a charac-
terization of operators on L(G) which commute with convolutions when G is
amenable as discrete.  1997 Academic Press
0. INTRODUCTION
Many of the Banach algebras related to locally compact groups admit a
Banach lattice structure. For example the group algebra L1(G) is a com-
plete lattice whose positive cone consists of all the positive functions in the
algebra. This lattice structure extends to the second dual space L1(G)**.
Recall that a linear operator on a Banach algebra A is a left (resp. right)
multiplier if for every a, b # A, T(ab)=T(a) b (resp. T(ab)=aT(b).)
Existence of compact (or weakly compact) positive multipliers on certain
Banach algebras related to locally compact groups can result in the group
being amenable or compact (see [7] and [8]). It is natural to ask whether
these results hold without the assumption of positivity. Thus, for a multi-
plier T we are led to consider the moduli |T |, |T*| and |T**| of T and its
adjoints. We show that when A=L1(G), and + # M(G), the modulus of
the left multiplier *+ : f [ + V f is the left multiplier * |+| (Theorem 3.1).
Furthermore, |*+*|=**|+| (Theorem 3.5). We use this to show that if G is a
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locally compact non-discrete group and G is amenable as discrete, then *+*
commutes with any bounded linear operator T : L(G)  L(G) which
commutes with the left translations if and only if + is a discrete measure
(see [27]). On the other hand, we show that if G is an infinite locally com-
pact group, then there exists m # L1(G)**, the second conjugate algebra of
L1(G), such that |*m | is not a left multiplier, where *m is the left multiplier
on L1(G)** defined by *m(n)=m } n, (n # L1(G)**).
When T is a compact (resp. weakly compact) left multiplier of L1(G)**,
|T | is a compact (resp. weakly compact) operator (see [1], Theorem 16.7,
Theorem 17.14), but we do not know whether or not |T | is a multiplier in
this case. An affirmative answer to this question will provide an affirmative
answer to the question: If L1(G)** has a non-zero compact (or weakly
compact) left multiplier, must G be compact? (see Theorem 4.1).
This paper is organized as follows: In Section 2 we shall study moduli of
products of elements in a Banach algebra A which is the predual of a com-
mutative W*-algebra and the identity of A* is a multiplicative linear
functional on A. Results in this section are applicable to a wide range of
Banach algebras including L1(G), M(G) and L1(G)**. In Section 3, we
study moduli of left multipliers of L1(G)**. In Section 4, we shall
strengthen a result of [8] on (weakly) compact left multipliers on L1(G)**;
we also include an analogue of this result for A(G)**, the second conjugate
algebra of the Fourier algebra A(G) of G. In Section 5, we characterize
the commutant of operators on L(G) commuting with convolutions
(Theorem 5.1), and we also extend a result on the commutant of
Hom(L(G)) proved by Zappa in [26; Corollary 3] for compactly
generated locally compact abelian groups.
1. PRELIMINARIES AND NOTATION
We recall that a Banach lattice X is complete if every non-empty and
bounded above subset A of X, has a supremum in X. For Banach lattices
X and Y, to every bounded operator T : X  Y, corresponds a positive
operator, the modulus |T | of T, defined on X* (= the set of positive
elements of X ) by
|T |(x)=sup[ |Ty| : | y|x] (x # X*),
and then extended by linearity, provided the superum exists [1] or [23].
If G is a locally compact group, then for 1p, the space L p(G) is
a complete Banach lattice. Here the positive cone consists of the set of
functions positive almost everywhere. If A is a Banach algebra, then a
linear mapping T : A  A is a left (resp. right) multiplier if T(ab)=T(a) } b
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(resp. T(ab)=aT(b)) for a, b # A. Now let L1(G) and M(G) be the
group algebra and the measure algebra of a locally compact group G, both
having convolution as product (see [14]). It was shown by Wendel, [26,
Theorem 1] that T is a right (left) multiplier of L1(G) if and only if for
some + # M(G), T=\+ , (resp. T=*+); here \+ (resp. *+) is the operator of
multiplication by + on right (resp. left). Also as known [14, Theorem 36.5]
T is a right (left) multiplier on L1(G) if and only if it commutes with the
left (resp. right) translation operators.
2. MODULI OF PRODUCTS OF ELEMENTS IN F-ALGEBRAS
By an F-algebra we shall mean a Banach algebra A such that A is a
W*-algebra and the identity of A* is a multiplicative linear functional
on A. An F-algebra A is called an FC-algebra if the W*-algebra A* is
commutative. In this case, A$L1(7, &) (isometrically isomorphic), and A*
may be regarded as the W*-algebra L(7, &) for some localizable measure
space (7, &). Examples of F-algebras include the Fourier algebra A(G) and
the Fourier Stieltjes algebra B(G) of a locally compact group as defined in
[6], and FC-algebras include the group algebra L1(G) of a locally compact
group or hypergroup and the measure algebra M(S) of a locally compact
semitoplogical semigroup or hypergroup S (see [16]).
If A is a Banach algebra, then for each . # A, x # A*, define the elements
. } x and x } . in A* by
(x } ., #) =(x, .#)
(. } x, #) =(x, #.),
for each # # A. We say that a subspace X of A* is left invariant if X } .X
for each . # A. In this case, we may define for m # X*, x # X, m } x # A* by
(m } x, .)=(m, x } .) , (. # A).
We say that X is left introverted if m } x # X for each m # X*, x # X.
In [2], Arens defined a product on the second conjugate space A** by
(m } n, x) =(m, n } x) , (m, n # A**, x # A*).
Then A** with respect to this product becomes a Banach algebra. If X is
a left invariant and left introverted subspace of A*, then the Arens product
on X* makes sense and renders X* into a Banach algebra.
When X is a C*-algebra and m # X*, then |m| denotes the abosolute
value of m regarded as an element in the predual of the W*-algebra X**
(see [24, p. 143]).
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2.1 Lemma. Let A be an FC-algebra and X be a left invariant and left
introverted C*-subalgebra of A*. Then for any m, n # X*, |mn||m| |n|.
Proof. We will take the case of X=L(7) for some localizable measure
space 7=(7, &). Proof of the general case is similar.
Let h be a positive element of L(7). We have
( |m } n|, h)=sup[ |(mn, k) | : |k|h].
Now
|(mn, k) |=|(m, n } k) |( |m|, |n } k|) ,
so to complete the proof, it suffices to show that |n } k||n| } |k|. To this
end, let . # L1(7)* (the set of positive elements in L1(7)) and define
%(t)={
n } k(t)
|n } k(t)|
if n } k(t){0,
1 if n } k(t)=0.
Then
( |n } k|, .) =| (n } k)(t) %(t) .(t) dt.
Now with (t)=%(t) .(t) we have
( |n } k| , .) |=(n } k, ) =(n, k)( |n|, |k } |)
( |n|, |k| } ||)=( |n| } |k| , ||)( |n| } |k|, .) ,
and the proof is complete. K
In the following proposition we have generalized a theorem due to
Greenleaf [13]. Note that even for M(G) our result is shorter and stronger
than Greenleaf’s result.
2.2. Proposition. Let A be an FC-algebra and X be a left invariant and
left introverted C*-subalgebra of A. Then for m, n # X*, the following are
equivalent:
(a) |mn|=|m| |n| ,
(b) &mn&=&m& &n&.
Proof. Since for any positive element p of X* &p&=( p, 1) , where 1 is
the identity in X*, the implication (a) O (b) follows from evaluating at 1.
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Now suppose &mn&=&m& &n&, but |mn|{|m| |n|. Then by Lemma 2.1
0{|m| |n|&|mn|>0,
and so
&m& &n&&&mn&=( |m| |n|&|mn|, 1) =& |m| |n|&|mn|&{0,
a contradiction. K
2.3. Proposition. Let A be an F-algebra with a bounded positive
approximate identity. Suppose that E is a right identity of A**. The follow-
ing are equivalent:
(a) |E| is a right identity;
(b) &E&=1;
(c) E0.
Proof. We only need to note that if E is a right identity of A**, then
(E, 1)=1, where 1 is the identity of A*. In fact, if we first assume that
E>0, then from
(E, 1)=(E 2, 1)=(E, 1) 2,
it follows that (E, 1) =1, since in this case
(E, 1)=&E&{0.
Now suppose that F is any right identity of A** and let E be any positive
right identity (which exists by assumption). Now for . # A, &.&=1, .0,
1 } .=1. (Since 1 is multiplicative on A). Hence
(F&E, 1)=(F&E, 1.) =(.F&.E, 1) =(.&., 1)=0.
Thus we have
(F, 1) =(E, 1)=1. K
An F-algebra A is left amenable if for any two-sided Banach A-module
X satisfying . } x=.(1)x for all . # A, x # X, every bounded module
derivation from A into X* is inner. As known [16], for any locally com-
pact group G, A(G) is always left amenable; and M(G) (or L1(G)) is left
amenable if and only if G is amenable. Also if A is left amenable, then A**
is also left amenable [16, Proposition 4.4].
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2.4. Proposition. Let A be a left amenable F-algebra. If f # A and
| fg|=| f | g for all g # A, then f is a scalar multiple of a positive element
of A.
Proof. Since A is left amenable, there exists a net (g:)A such that
g:0, &g:&=1 and &hg:& g:&  0 for any h # A with h0, &h&=1 (see
[16, Theorem 3.6]), and so
& fg:&( f, 1) g:&  0,
by linearity. From | fg|=| f | g and by evaluating at the identity 1 of A*, we
get
& fg&=& f & &g& (g0).
Given =>0, there exists :0 such that for :>:0 ,
& fg:&( f, 1) g:&<=.
Then for :>:0 ,
& f &=& f & &g:&=& fg:&|( f, 1) g: |+=
and so & f &=|( f, 1) |. Then for g=(1( f, 1) ) f , we have
&g&=( g, 1)=1,
so that g0, and f =( f, 1) g. K
3. MODULI OF MULTIPLIERS ON L1(G), L(G) AND L1(G)**.
3.1. Theorem. Suppose that T is a left (right) multiplier on L1(G). Then
|T | is a left (resp. right) multiplier. Furthermore, if T=*+ + # M(G),
then |T |=* |+| (resp. |T |=\ |+| ).
Proof. We take the case of T a right multiplier. For x # G, let lx be the
left translation operator by x. Then for f # L1(G)+ we have
|T | (lx f )=sup[ |T()| : ||lx f ]
=sup[ |T()| : lx&1 || f ]
=sup[ |T(lx)| : || f ]
=lx sup[ |T()| : || f ]
=lx |T | ( f ),
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showing that |T | is also a right multiplier. Now suppose that T=\+ and
|T |=\+$ . Since L1(G) is a complete sublattice of M(G), |T | is the restric-
tion to L1(G) of the operator |\+ | : M(G)  M(G). Hence
+$=\+$ ($e)=|T | ($e)=sup[ |T(&)| : |&|$e]
=sup[ |T(:$e)| : |:|1]=|+|.
Proof for the case of a left multiplier follows similar lines. K
3.2. Remark. A similar argument to the above can be used to show that
for a right (or left) multiplier T on M(G), |T | is a multiplier and if T=\+
(resp. T=*+), then |T |=\ |+| (resp. |T |=* |+| ).
In the following, for + # M(G), f # L(G) we will find it convenient
sometimes to denote *+*( f ) by f } +; this agrees with the right module
action of M(G) on L(G), when the latter is regarded as the right dual
module of the left M(G)-module L1(G).
For f # C0(G), let f8 (x)= f (x&1) (x # G), and for + # M(G), let
+ # M(G), defined by
(+ , f ) =(+, f8 ) ( f # C0(G)).
Then it is easy to verify that for + # M(G), f # L(G)
+ V f =*+*( f ) (= f } +).
3.3. Lemma. Suppose that + # M(G). Then |+ |=|+|6.
Proof. For f # C0(G)+, from the definition of modulus we have,
( |+ |, f ) =sup[ |(+ , g) | : | g| f ]
=sup[ |(+, g ) | : | g |E f8 ]
=sup[ |(+, h) | : |h| f8 ]
=( |+|, f8 ) =( |+| 6, f ). K
3.4. Lemma. For +, & # M(G) the following hold:
(a) |*+*|**|+| .
(b) |**++& ||*+*|+|*&*|.
(c) |*+*| ( f )&|*&*| ( f )||**+&& | ( f ) ( f # L
(G)+).
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Proof. (a) For f # L(G)+, we have
|*+*| ( f )=sup[ |*+*(g)| : | g| f ]sup[ | g } +| : | g| f ]
sup[ | g| } |+| : | g| f ]= f } |+|=**|+| ( f ).
(b) This is straightforward from the definition of modulus.
(c) From part (b) we have
|*+*| ( f )|**+&& | ( f )+|*&*| ( f ), ( f # L
(G)+) ;
this inequality together with an inequality obtained by interchanging + and
& yields the result. K
3.5. Theorem For every + # M(G), |*+*|=**|+| .
Proof. First assume that + has a compact support. Let f # L(G)+,
and we further assume that f has a compact support. Then f # L1(G). We
note that
[g : g # L(G), | g| f ]=[g : g # L1(G), | g| f ]. (-)
Now
|*+*| ( f )=sup[ |*+*(g)| : g # L
(G), | g| f ]
=sup[ |+ V g| : | g| f ]
From the proof of [5, Theorem IV.8.23] this supremum can be obtained
by taking it in L1(G), and so from (-), by Remark 3.2, and Lemma 3.3 we
have
|*+*| ( f )=|+ | V f =|+|
6 V f =**|+|( f ).
Next we assume that f is any element of L(G)+, but + has a compact
support. Let . # L1(G)+, and suppose that . has a compact support. Then
|+| V ., has a compact support, say K. Let fK=/K } f, pointwise multiplica-
tion. Then
|( |*+*| ( f ), .) &( |*+*| ( fK), .|)=|(*+*( f &fK), .) |(**|+|( f &fK), .)
=( f& fK , |+|*.)=0.
Hence,
( |*+*| ( f ), .)=( |*+*| ( fK), .)=( fK } |+|, .)=( fK , |+| V .)
=( f, |+| V .) =(**|+|( f ), .).
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Hence |*+*| ( f )=**|+|( f ).
Finally, if + is any measure in M(G), let (+n) be a sequence of measures
with compact support such that +n  +. Then from the above special cases
and parts (a) and (c) of Lemma 3.4 the result follows. K
Next we proceed to show that for a left (or right) multiplier T on
L1(G)**, |T | need not be a left (resp. right) multiplier. We need the
following lemma:
3.6. Lemma. Let A be an FC-algebra with a positive bounded
approximate identity. Then for n # A**, |*n | is a left multiplier on A** if
and only if |*n |=* |n| .
Proof. The ‘‘if ’’ part being obvious, to prove the ‘‘only if ’’ part we
assume that |*n | is a multiplier. Let E be a right identity of A** such that
E0 (which exists by assumption). Then using Lemma 2.1, we have
|*n| (E)=sup[ |nm| : |m|E]sup[ |n| |m| : |m|E]
sup[ |n|E : |m|E]=|n|.
By taking m=E, we see that indeed |*n | (E)=|n|. From this and the
assumption that |*n | is a multiplier we have
|*n | (Em)=|*n | (E)m=|n| m.
So to complete the proof, it suffices to show that
|*n | (m)=|*n | (Em) (m0).
The equality will follow if we show that
[ |nk| : |k|m]=[ |nl| : |l|Em].
If |k|m, then |nk|=|nEk|, and since |Ek|E|k|Em (by Lemma 2.1),
the inclusion ‘‘’’ follows. Now let |l|Em, and M=A* } A. Then by
Cohen’s factorization theorem, M is a closed linear subspace of A*.
Let R : A**  M* be the operator of restricting functionals of A* to M.
Then since R(Em)=R(m), it easily follows that |R(l)|R(m). Define
p : A*  [0, ) by p( f )=(m, | f |) , f # A*. For f # M, we have
|(R(l), f ) |( |R(l)|, | f |)(R(m), | f |)
=(m, | f |) = p( f ).
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Hence by the HahnBanach extension theorem, there exists k # A** such
that for all f # A*
|(k, f ) |p( f )=(m, | f |) ,
and
(R(l), f )=(k, f ) ( f # M).
Hence |k|m. Now since Ek=El, we have
|nl|=|nEl|=|nEk|=|nk|,
and the other set inclusion follows. K
The space L(G) with pointwise multiplication is a commutative
C*-algebra, so that if 0 is its spectrum (carrier space), then L(G)=C(0)
and L(G)*=M(0).
3.7. Lemma Suppose that |*n | is a left multiplier on L1(G)**. Then for
every s # 0, |n$s |=|n|$s .
Proof. From the definition of |*n | we have
|*n($s)|=sup[ |np| : | p|$s]=sup[ |n(:$s)| : |:|1]
=|n$s |,
and then from Lemma 3.6 the proof is complete. K
3.8. Proposition. Suppose that G is an infinite discrete group. Then
(a) For m # l1(G), and s # 0, |m$s |=|m|$s .
(b) There exists m # l1(G)**, s # 0, such that |m$s |{|m|$s .
Proof. (a) First we note that if += :t $t is a discrete measure in
M(0), then |+|= |:t| $t . Now by Veech’s result [25], if g1 , g2 # G, s # 0
and g1{ g2 , then $g1$s{$g2$s . Thus, if m= :g $g # l
1(G) and s # 0, then
|m$s |=: |:g | $g$s=|m| $s .
(b) Let s{e be an idempotent in 0 (see [3]) and let m=$s&$e . Then
m$s=0, whereas
|m| $s=($s+$e) } $e=2$s . K
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3.9. Theorem. For every infinite locally compact group G there exists
m # L1(G)** such that |*m | is not a left multiplier on L1(G)**.
Proof. If G is discrete we let m be as in proposition 3.8(b). Together
with Lemma 3.7, this shows that |*m | is not a multiplier.
Next suppose that G is non-discrete. Let C(G) be the space of all
bounded continuous functions on G. Then C(G) is a proper closed
subspace of L(G). By the HahnBanach Theorem there exists a non-zero
r # L1(G)**, such that r annihilates C(G), so that rf =0, for all f # L1(G).
We shall show that |*r | is not a multiplier. Let h # L1(G)+, h{0. Then
since L1(G) is a solid sublattice of L1(G)** (see [15], p. 243),
|*r | (h)=sup[ |rp| : p # L1(G)**, | p|h]
=sup[ |rf | : f # L1(G), | f |h]=0.
Now if |*r | were a multiplier, then from Lemma 3.5 we would have
|*r |(h)=sup[ |rp| : p # L1(G)**, | p|<h]=sup[ |rf | : f # L1(G), | f |<h]=0.
3.10. Proposition. Suppose that G is a compact group and let 0 be the
spectrum of L(G). Then for s # 0, and m # L1(G)** it is true that
|m$s |=|m| $s .
Proof. First we show that for every s # 0, there exists g # G, such that
m$s=m$g . In fact, let $g=R($s) be the restriction of $s to C(G) and let
E0 be a right identity of L1(G)**. Then E$s=E$g . Hence
m$s=mE$s=mE$g=m$g .
Now
|m$s |=|m$g |=|m| $g=|m| $s . K
3.11. Corollary. Suppose that G is a compact group. Then for m # L1(G)**
the condition
- |m$s |=|m| $s , for all s # 0,
is necessary but not sufficient for |*m | to be a multiplier.
Proof. The necessity is proved in Lemma 3.7. Now from Theorem 3.9
and Proposition 3.10, it follows that (-) is not sufficient for |*m | to be a
multiplier. K
3.12. Theorem. Suppose that G is a compact group. Then for f # L1(G)
and for the operator *f : L1(G)**  L1(G)**, it is true that |*f |=* | f | .
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Proof. Let E be a positive, right identity of L1(G)**. Then from the
proof of Lemma 3.6, for f # L1(G) and n # L1(G)**, we have that
|*f | (n)=|*f | (En). Now for n0,
|*f | (En)=sup[ | fp| : | p|En].
Let R : L(G)*  C(G)* be the operator of restricting of functionals on
L(G) to C(G) and let +=R(n). We claim that
[ | fp| : | p|En]=[ | f V &| : & # M(G), |&|+]. (3.13)
In fact, let | p|En. Then |R( p)|R(En)=R(n)=+, and since fp= fR( p),
we have the inclusion ‘‘’’. For the reverse inclusion let |&|+, and let p
be any HahnBanach extension of & to a functional on L(G). Then
|Ep|En. Since fEp= fp= f V &, the reverse inclusion follows. Taking sup
in (3.13) and using Remark 3.2, we obtain
|*f | (En)=| f | V +=| f | V R(n)=| f | n,
and the proof is complete. K
3.14. Remarks
(a) Let
K=[m # L1(G)** : |*m | is a multiplier].
Then K is a norm closed set but it is not closed under addition. In fact, if
G is an infinite discrete group, e is the identity of G and s # 0"G is an idem-
potent, then both $e and $s are in K, but m=$e&$s is not in K.
(b) The proof of Theorem 3.9 shows that for some 0{r # L1(G)**,
and f >0, it is possible to have |*r | ( f )=0.
4. EXISTENCE OF NON-ZERO WEAKLY
COMPACT MULTIPLIERS
In [8] we have shown that if G is a _-compact group, then it is not
possible to have a weakly compact left multiplier T on L(G)** with
(T(n), 1) {0, for some n # L(G)**. In this section first we show that the
_-compactness condition can be removed from the hypothesis. Then we
prove a corresponding result for the Fourier algebra A(G).
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4.1. Theorem. Suppose that G is a locally compact group. Then the
following are equivalent:
(a) G is compact;
(b) L1(G)** has a compact left multiplier T with (T(n), 1){0, for
some n # L1(G)**;
(c) L1(G)** has a weakly compact left multiplier T, with (T(n), 1){0,
for some n # L1(G)**.
Proof. The equivalence of (a) and (b) is proved in [8, Theorem 3.3].
The proof will be complete if we show that (c) O (a). To that end,
suppose that T is a weakly compact left multiplier and (T(n), 1){0, for
some n # L1(G)**. Let p=T(n). Then since T(n) m=T(nm), the set
[ pm : &m&1] has weak compact closure, so that *p is a weakly compact
left multiplier. Now from [5, Corollary VI.7.5] and by considering adjoints
we see that (*p)2=*p2 is a compact left multiplier with
(*p2( p), 1)=(p3, 1)=(p, 1) 3{0.
Thus by (a)  (b), we conclude that G is compact. K
We note that Theorem 4.1 can also be proved by using an argument
similar to Theorem 3.3 in [8] and the proposition in [12, p. 68]. We thank
Professor Edmond Granirer for bringing to our attention his result in
[12].
To prepare the setting for the next theorem we let G be a locally com-
pact group and A(G) be the Fourier algebra of G as defined in [6]. For
a closed subgroup K of G we let
r : A(G)  A(K )
be the restriction map. Then r** : A(G)**  A(K )** is surjective, since r
is so [20, Theorem 4.2].
We recall that an element m # A(G)** is called a topological invariant
mean on A(G)*=VN(G) (the von Neumann algebra generated by left
translation operators on L2(G) [6]) if m,=m for all , # A(G), ,0 and
&,&=1 (see [20]). We denote the set of all topological invariant means on
VN(G) by TIM(G).
4.2. Lemma. r** maps TIM(G) onto TIM(K ).
Proof. First we show that r**(TIM(G))/TIM(K ). Let m # TIM(G),
. # A(K ), .0, &.&=1, and T # VN(K ). Then
(r**(m)., T) =(r**(m), .T)=(m, r*(. } T )).
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Now if  # A(G), then
(r*(. } T ), ) =(. } T, r())=(T, . } r()) =(T, r(.~ ) r())
=(.~ } r*(T ), ) ,
where .~ # A(G) extending ., .~ 0, &.~ &=1 [20, Theorem 4.2]. Conse-
quently,
(r**(m) ., T)=(m } .~ , r*(T ))=(m, r*(T )) .
So r**(m) # TIM(K ).
To see that r** is onto, let n # TIM(K ) and
D=[m # VN(G)*; m0, &m&=1 and r**(m)=n].
Then D is weak*-compact and convex. Furthermore, D is non-empty.
Indeed, let [.:] be a net in A(K ), .:0, &.:&=1 and .:  n in the
weak*-topology of VN(K )*. By [20, Theorem 4.2], there exists a net
(.~ :), .~ :0, &.~ :&=1 and r**(.~ :)=.: . By passing to a subset if
necessary, we may assume that .~ :  m for some m # VN(G)* in the weak*-
topology. Clearly m # D. Now let
S=[ # A(G) ; 0, &&=1].
Then S is a commutative semigroup, and for each  # S, the map
T : m [ m is a weak*-weak* continuous affine map from D into D. By
the MarkovKakutani fixed point theorem, there exists m # K such that
 } m=m for all  # S. In particular, m # TIM(G) and r**(m)=n. K
4.3. Theorem. Let G be a locally compact group. If there is a non-
zero weakly compact left multiplier T : VN(G)*  VN(G)* such that
(T(n), 1) {0, for some n # VN(G)*, then G is discrete. Conversely, if G is
discrete, then for each , # A(G), the left multiplier *?(,) is compact.
Proof. If G is discrete, a # G, .=$a , then *.()=$a } =(a) $a .
Hence *. is compact. Since the linear span of the set [$a : a # G] is dense
in A(G), it follows that *. is compact for each . # A(G). Consequently,
*?(.)=*.** is compact for each . # A(G).
For the converse suppose that T : VN(G)*  VN(G)* is a weakly com-
pact left multiplier, and (T(n), 1) {0, for some n # VN(G). Then for
m # TIM(G), we have
(n, 1) T(m)=T((m, 1) m)=T(n } m)=T(n) } m=(T(n), 1) m.
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Since the set [T(n) : n # TIM(G)] is relatively weakly compact and
(T(n), 1) {0, it follows that the set TIM(G) is also relatively weakly
compact. In particular, TIM(G) has the RadonNikody m property [4,
Theorem 3.6.1, p. 60].
We first assume that G is second countable. Then any weak* closed con-
vex subset of TIM(G) has the RadonNikody m property. So by [11,
Theorem 2.7] G must be discrete.
Next we show that G must be metrizable. If not, G must contain an
infinite compact metrizable subgroup K. In particular, K is second count-
able. By Lemma 4.2 TIM(K ) is also weakly compact. So K is discrete, i.e.,
K must be finite, which is impossible.
We now assume that G is metrizable. So, there exists an open _-compact
subgroup G0 of G. Now G0 must be metrizable, and _-compact. Hence G
is separable. So G0 is second countable. Now again by the above, TIM(G0)
is weakly compact. So G0 must be discrete. Consequently G must be
discrete. K
5. COMMUTANT OF OPERATORS COMMUTING WITH
TRANSLATIONS ON L(G).
For a locally compact group G, let Hom(L(G)) denote all bounded
linear operators T : L(G) [ L(G) commuting with the left translation
operators lx , x # G, on L(G), and let Conv(L(G)) denote all bounded
linear operators T : L(G) [ L(G) commuting with the convolution
operators \(,), , # L1(G), where \(,)( f )=, V f, f # L(G). Then as well
known,
Hom(L(G))$Conv(L(G)).
An argument similar to Theorem 3.1 shows that if T # Hom(L(G)), then
|T | # Hom(L(G)).
For any subset SB(L(G)), let S$ denote the commutant of S in
B(L(G)),
S$=[T # B(L(G)) ; TS=ST for all S # S].
In particular,
Hom(L(G))=[lx ; x # G]$
and,
Conv(L(G))=[\(,) ; , # L1(G)]$.
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5.1. Theorem. For any locally compact group, Conv(L(G))$=
[*+*; + # M(G)], where *+ is the left multiplier on L1(G) defined by
*+(,)=+ V ,, , # L1(G).
Proof. Indeed,
Conv(L(G))=[nL ; n # L1(G)**],
where nL( f )=n } f, f # L(G) (see [15]). Now if + # M(G), n # L1(G)**,
f # L(G), and , # L1(G), then we have:
(*+*(n } f ), ,)=(n } f, + V ,)
=(n, f } (+ V ,)) ,
and
(n } *+*( f ), ,)=(n, *+*( f ) } ,),
where for every  # L1(G)
(*+*( f ) } ,, )=(*+*( f ), , V ) ,
=( f, (+ V ,))
=( f } (+ V ,), ).
Hence *+*nL=nL*+*. Since n is arbitrary, we have *+* # Conv(L(G)$ for
all + # M(G). Suppose that T # Conv(L(G))$. Then T* is a left multiplier
on L1(G)**. In fact, for m, n # L1(G)**, . # L(G), we have
(T*(mn), .)=(mn, T(.))=(m, n } T(.)) =(m, T(n } .))
=(T*(m), n } .) =(T*(m) } n, .).
Hence T*(mn)=T*(m) m, showing that T* is a left multiplier on L1(G)**.
We next show that for each f # L1(G), T*( f ) # L1(G). Indeed, if
[ni] is a net in L1(G)** and ni  n in the weak* topology, then
T*( f ) ni=T*( fni)  T*( fn), since T* is weak*-weak* continuous. But
T*( fn)=T*( f ) n. Hence T*( f ) ni  T*( f ) n, showing that T*( f ) is in the
topological centre of L1(G)**. So T*( f ) # L1(G) see [19]. So T* restricted
to L1(G) is a left multiplier from L1(G) into L1(G). Consequently by [26,
Theorem 1] there exists + # M(G) such that
T*( f )=+ V f =*+**( f ), ( f # L1(G)).
In particular T*=*+**, by weak-* continuity of the adjoints and
Goldstine’s theorem, and hence T=*+*. K
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5.2. Corollary. Let G be a compact group with a unique left invariant
mean. Then Hom(L(G))$=[*+*; + # M(G)].
Proof. In this case, Hom(L(G))=Conv(L(G)). Apply now [19]
and Theorem 5.1. K
As well known, if n5, and G=SO(n, R), then L(G) has a unique left
invariant mean. However, if G is non-discrete and solvable, (or more
generally G is amenable as a discrete group), then L(G) has more than
one left invariant mean even when G is compact (see [11] or [22] for
details). We now show that for such groups G, *+*  Hom(L(G))$ when +
is a continuous measure and +(1){0.
5.3. Lemma. Let G be a non-discrete locally compact group. Let + be a
positive continuous measure in M(G). Then for each =>0, G contains a dense
open set A with +(xA)<=, for all x # G.
Proof. We first note that the result holds for compactly generated
groups by an argument similar to that of [27, Theorem 2].
Let G be any locally compact group. If G is compact, let G0=G,
otherwise let G0=n=& U
n, where U is a compact neighbourhood of e.
Then G0 is open, and compactly generated. Let [x: G0 : : # I] denote the
coset spaces of G0 . If + # M(G) is continuous and positive, then
+(x:G0)=0 except for countably many :, say :1 , :2 , ... . Because otherwise
for each n, let In=[: : +(x:G0)1n]. Then I=i=1 In and one of the In
is infinite. But then +(G)+[ [x:G0 : : # In]]=. Consider for each :
the measure +: defined by +:(A)=+(x:A), for every Borel set A. Then
+: # M(G) is positive and continuous. Now by the case of compactly
generated groups, for each :i , there exists a dense open subset Ai of G0
such that
+:i (xAi)<
=
2i
,
for every x # G0 . In particular
+(x:ixAi)<
=
2i
(x # G0).
Hence
+( yAi)<
=
2i
y # (x:i G0).
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Let A:=x: G0 if :{:1 , :2 } } } , A:=x:Ai if :=:i and A= A: . Then
A is open and dense in G. Let F be the support of +. Then for each :,
either F & x:G0=< or +(F & x:G0)>0 (since if F & x: G0{<, and
+(F & x:G0)=0, then F"x:G0 is a closed set with the same measure as F ).
In particular Fi=1 x:iG0 , and so +(:{:i x: G0)=0.
Consequently,
+(A)=+ \ x: A:+
=+ \.

i=1
x:i A:i+=. K
The following is proved by Zappa [27, Corollary 3] when G is abelian
and compactly generated:
5.4. Theorem. Let G be a locally compact non-discrete group. Assume
that G is amenable as discrete. Let + # M(G) be a non-zero continuous
measure. Then *+* does not belong to the commutant (Hom(L(G)))$ of
Hom(L(G)).
Proof. In view of Theorem 3.5 we may assume that (+, 1) =1. By
Lemma 5.3, we may choose an open dense subset A of G such that
|+| (x&1A)< 12 (x # G). (5.5)
Let m be a left invariant mean on L(G) such that m(A)=1 ([21;
Theorem 3.4]). Define T # B(L(G)) by T( f )=m( f ), f # L(G). Then
clearly T # Hom(L(G)). Also, if g=1&1A , then T(g)=0, and hence
+ } T(g)=0 (5.6)
On the other hand,
T(+ } g)=m(+ } g)=m(+ } 1&+ } 1A)
=m(1)&m(+ } 1A)=1&m(+ } 1A),
and so
|T(+ } g)||1&m(+ } 1A)|
1&m( |+| } 1A){0,
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since for , # L1(G), ,0
( |+| } 1A , ,)=(1A , |+| V ,)
=|| 1A(t) ,(s&1t) dt d |+| (s)
=| \| 1A(st) d |+| (s)+ ,(t) dt
( 12 } 1G , ,) , by (5.5)
showing that,
|+| } 1A 12 } 1G .
Hence + } (Tg){T(+ } g) and so *+*  Hom(L(G)). K
5.7. Remark. Note that if +=$a , a # G, then *+*=ra , the right transla-
tion operator on L(G) by a. Hence + # (Hom(L(G)))$. In particular,
*+* # (Hom(L(G)))$ for any discrete measure + # M(G).
6. SOME OPEN PROBLEMS
In this section we have compiled some open problems arising from our
work.
1. Does Lemma 2.1 and Proposition 2.2 remain valid when A is an
F-algebra?
2. Does Proposition 2.4 remain valid when A is not left amenable?
3. Let T be a compact (resp. weakly compact) left multiplier on
L1(G)**. Is the modulus operator |T | also a multiplier?
4. If L1(G)** has a non-zero compact (a weakly compact) left multi-
plier, must G be compact? Theorem 4.1 together with an affirmative answer
to question in Problem 3 will provide an affirmative answer to this ques-
tion.
5. If A(G)** has a non-zero compact (or weakly compact) left multi-
plier, must G be discrete?
6. Is the modulus of the second adjoint of a multiplier on L1(G)
equal to the second adjoint of the modulus of that multiplier?
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